ANDORIAN RAMSEY

EVERY GENRE, ANY LANGUAGE

A TRULY Open Format
Club DJ
With a musical library
spanning decades and
continents, DJ Beatific creates
flawless blends between
genres & languages, keeping
the dance floor packed.

Incredibly Experienced
Mitzvah DJ

Corporate DJ
Phenomenon

DJ Beatific keeps the timeline
on track and can lead all
games and formalities such as
the grand entrance, Hora,
candle-lighting, and
slideshows.

Clients Include:

SIMPLE HOURLY PRICING AND SPECIAL RATES
FOR RESIDENCIES
Discounts for Non profits and Schools
Repeat clients? We love those!
Sending me to a friend? Thanks. Karma.
(310) 570-2819
Andorian@DJBeatific.com

www.DJBeatific.com
San Francisco, California,
94104

Unlike other DJs with one-size fits all
packaged pricing, DJ Beatific knows
that pricing should be determined by
the uniqueness of your event. Factors
such as day, time, structure of company,
and many other details are discussed
and considered when pricing.

NO SINGLE VENDOR WILL HAVE MORE OF AN IMPACT
ON THE WEDDING - GOOD OR BAD - THAN THE DJ

THERE’S SO MUCH
MORE TO DJING A
WEDDING THAN
JUST PLAYING
MUSIC…
DJ Beatific refers to himself as an “additional
corrdinator” with his couples. Each intimate detail
of the big day is outlined and reviewed prior.
On day of, each formality is approved ( before
action ) with the on site coordinator and/or bride
and groom. He also works as a conductor with
photographers and videographers like an
orchestra to ensure they will not miss a beat of
the couple’s recorded memories

WITH OVER 750 WEDDINGS AND COUNTING

YOU CAN’T GET A MORE EXPERIENCED DJ

Officiant
01 Ordained
An additional service
available if the need arises
that has helped many
couples out of “sticky”
situations.

Notch Equipment
03 Top
From vinyl turntables to
multiple loud speakers and
microphones you can be
sure what needs to be heard
will be heard.

02

Experienced Emcee

04

Free Quotes

@DJBeatific

As a master of ceremonies,
Beatific has been in front of
halls of masters or crowds of
elementary students. “There
is no room I cannot read.
Just give me the mic.”

Simply visit www.djbeatific.com
and request a free quote for your
event. Remember, one size does
not fit all, so be specific! Looking
forward to working with you.

